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Editorial on the Research Topic

Systemic resistance and defense priming against pathogens
Plant diseases pose significant challenges to global agriculture, threatening food

security and economic stability. In response to pathogen attacks, plants have evolved a

notable immune program(s) known as systemic resistance and the associated defense

priming event (Ryals et al., 1996; Conrath, 2011; De Kesel et al., 2021). This phenomenon

involves the activation of long-lasting and broad-spectrum disease resistance, which is

usually characterized by the plant’s ability to exhibit “immunological memory” and mount

a rapid and efficient response upon recurring infections (Martinez-Medina et al., 2016;

Sharrock and Sun, 2020). Thus, manipulation of the acquired resistance is a worthy strategy

for protecting plants from pathogen infection. To aim it, understanding the mechanisms

and signals underlying systemic resistance and defense priming event is crucial for

developing sustainable and high-yielding agricultural practices.

The establishment and maintenance of defense priming involve various processes,

including epigenetic alterations, accumulation of inactive signaling factors, and changes in

the levels of immune receptors, e.g., pattern-recognition receptors (Beckers et al., 2009;

Tateda et al., 2014; Cecchini et al., 2015; Conrath et al., 2015; Tsuda and Somssich, 2015;

Baum et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2021; Sheikh et al., 2023). Different systemic resistance

programs are activated depending on the specific stimulus in different plant organs/tissues

and the long-distance mobile signals implicated (De Kesel et al., 2021). While several

systemic signals have been proposed and identified in model and crop plants, our current

knowledge about this phenomenon remains predominantly descriptive, with only a few

mechanistic insights. To address this knowledge gap, the collection of articles published in

the Research Topic on ‘Systemic Resistance and Defense Priming Against Pathogens’

deepens our understanding of the signaling pathways, genetic and epigenetic

mechanisms, defense signals, exogenous inducers, and factors associated with systemic

resistance and defense priming (Figure 1).

The study by Ojeda-Rivera et al. investigated the molecular mechanisms underlying

resistance to the devastating cotton pathogen, the Root-Knot Nematode. Through genome-
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wide comparative analysis, the researchers identified a constitutive state

of defense transcriptional behavior in the roots of resistant cultivars that

shows characteristics of a primed state. This study also sheds light on the

role of jasmonic and salicylic acid signaling in nematode resistance and

provides potential candidate genes for the development of resistant

cotton varieties through defense priming establishment.

The potential of resveratrol oligomers, plant-produced natural

compounds, as anti-virulence and immune-priming agents was

reported (Kang et al.). These compounds can inhibit bacterial

motility and attenuate the formation of the bacterial type III

secretion system. Furthermore, resveratrol oligomers induce

enhanced local immune responses to virulent Pseudomonas

infection. This research highlights the promising role of plant-

produced natural products, including phytoalexins, as priming

inducers beyond antimicrobial properties for disease management.

On the other hand, Takagi et al. investigated the systemic induction

of disease resistance in rice against Bipolaris oryzae through non-

plant-derived chitin supplementation. The study revealed alterations

in cell-wall biogenesis and the involvement of lysin motif-containing

chitin receptors of plants in the expression of chitin-induced systemic

response. These findings also provide valuable insights into the

mechanisms underlying chitin-induced systemic disease resistance

in rice. Similarly, another work shows how Bacillus proteolyticus

OSUB18 strain triggered systemic resistance enhancing resistance

against P. syringae and Botrytis cinerea in Arabidopsis plants when

root-drench applied (Yang et al.). These findings provide the

potential of the OSUB18 strain as a systemic resistance inducer for

effective disease management. These studies strongly support the use

of plant- and microbe-derived compounds, along with long-distance

mobile signals for systemic resistance to trigger systemic resistance

and defense priming.

Other studies explore the role of specific proteins, such as b-D-
XYLOSIDASE 4 (BXL4) in systemic immune signaling and the

Arabidopsis chromatin regulator “Morpheus Molecule 1” (MOM1) in

defense priming induction. The study by Bauer et al. explored the role of

BXL4 in systemic immune signaling in Arabidopsis and demonstrated
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that this enzyme plays a central role in the well-known systemic

acquired resistance program (Ryals et al., 1996). This study also

reveals the involvement of cell wall metabolic changes uncovering the

complexity of systemic immunity regulation. The study by Miranda de

la Torre et al. demonstrated thatMOM1 negatively regulates the defense

priming induced by the important primed state inducers azelaic acid, b-
aminobutyric acid, and pipecolic acid (Zimmerli et al., 2000; Jung et al.,

2009; Návarová et al., 2012). This study highlights the importance of the

priming of epigenetic modifications regulating immune receptor gene

expression as a form of immunological memory. Together, these

investigations provide valuable mechanistic insights into the complex

networks governing systemic resistance in plants.

Lastly, two interesting reviews published in the Research Topic

provide a valuable collection of the existing research in important

aspects of defense priming. The review by Yang et al. focuses on seed

priming to enhance plant disease resistance. By inducing plant

immunological memory, seed priming offers a promising technique

in crop protection. The authors highlight the physiological,

transcriptional, metabolic, and epigenetic changes associated with

defense priming and discuss the strategies and challenges in applying

seed priming to enhance disease resistance in crops. The second

review article focuses and summarizes the current knowledge on

chemical priming of plant defense responses (Hönig et al.). Chemical

priming agents have the potential to induce earlier, faster, and

stronger defense responses to pathogen attacks without a minimal

fitness cost. The review also highlights the involvement of key

regulators, such as NONEXPRESSOR OF PR1 (NPR1) and salicylic

acid signaling, in chemical priming and discusses its potential

applications in enhancing plant resistance to pathogens.

Together, the published findings and revisions presented in this

Research Topic contribute to the understanding of systemic

resistance and defense priming against pathogens. They provide

information that might be used for developing novel strategies to

combat plant diseases and improve crop protection. We hope that

the readers will find useful references for the systemic resistance and

priming research field in this Research Topic.
FIGURE 1

Illustration showing the contributions to the Research Topic on ‘Systemic Resistance and Defense Priming Against Pathogens’.
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